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Zelo
The Zelo family can be regarded as Tom Fereday honouring the work of Niko Kralj. 
Inspired by the curved surface of Niko’s Shell chair, Zelo chairs are modern classics. 

Tom Fereday’s eye for detail and sophistication merge into geometric perfection - with not a 
line too many, the design is both minimal and elaborate at the same time. 



Zelo Armchair
Dining Chair, design Tom Fereday, 2020

Enhancing the generous curves of the Zelo design with an elegant frame, topped-off with 
oiled acacia armrests, the Zelo Armchair offers durable comfort in both private and public 
spaces. Its horizontal expression in slim metal wires shaped in gentle curves creates a 
timeless but subtle statement. 



Zelo Barchair
Bar Chair, design Tom Fereday, 2020

Resting on a square, sturdy frame with a flat metal support, the slim wireframe shell-
shaped seat is elegant and characteristic of the Zelo family of chairs. The Zelo Bar Chair’s 
graceful, sophisticated design adds a touch of class to any raised seating environment. 
The chair comes in two heights and is ideal for both bars and kitchens.





Zelo Chair
Stackable Dining Chair, design Tom Fereday, 2020

The generous shell of the Zelo Chair, constructed using slim metal wires, offers comfort and 
a modernistic twist to contemporary scenery. With its perfect stackability and hardwearing 
cataphoresis, powder coated surface, this chair is the ideal companion for outdoor hospita-
lity.



1960
The cleverly designed curves of the original chair by Niko Kralj inspired us to work on a 
complete 1960 range to meet present-day demands for authentic design and 
uncomplicated warmth.



1960 Armchair
Dining Chair, design Bart Schilder, 2020

The 1960 Armchair version of the metal frame chair complements the 1960 dining chair 
family. Designed to be used in busy settings, this comfortable chair has pleasant to touch 
wood armrests and a plywood seat and backrest.

With its sturdy metal frame, the 1960 Armchair can easily cope with long days of intensive 
use.It is also available with offset upholstery for the seat and backrest.



1960 Barchair
Bar Chair, design Bart Schilder, 2020

The 1960 Bar Chair is a new take on the angular design of the 1960 Chair. 

It comes in two heights and offers the ultimate in comfort for bars and kitchens. The sturdy 
metal frame allows for intensive use. The seat and backrest possess an aesthetically 
appealing curved shape, which makes the 1960 Bar Chair very likeable and highly 
adaptable.





Ena
Inspired by the authentic values of humanistic design, Mikal Harssen created a table range 
for Rex Kralj. Clean simple lines and functionality define Ena, a true example of design that 
serves.

Ena meaning ‘one’ in Slovene, is a central leg table in several sizes with a clever additional 
feature underneath its top: a horizontal bar to suspend your personal belongings. Executed 
in several tabletop materials the Ena Table comes in different versions for indoors and 
outdoors. Size and tabletop customisation create the ideal table for every project.



Ena Table
Restaurant Table, design Mikal Harssen, 2020

With its clever and subtle central leg, the Ena Table is both versatile and practical and can 
be used in various environments, including hospitality settings. With soft edges and well-
finished connections creating a sophisticated look, Ena’s design maintains purity in forms, 
whilst the hook adds both a practical and unexpected detail.



Ena High Table
Bar Table, design Mikal Harssen, 2020

The Ena High Table is perfect for casual seating. The elegant, minimal design and central 
leg afford freedom to move but enough stability to endure. The Ena leg concept with the 
additional horizontal bar allows you to suspend your belongings above the floor, keeping 
them close, clean and safe. 



Mosquito 
The Mosquito family celebrates the original early-1950s design and comprises two pieces: 
the Mosquito Chair, with its sophisticated slotted backrest in plywood, and the new 
Mosquito Barstool, with its pure expression of the mosquito wing shape.

The Mosquito collection is updated with new color variations true to Niko Kralj’s mid-centu-
ry pallet: vermillion red, leaf green and cobalt blue, all painted on oak.



Mosquito Barstool
Bar Stool, design Bart Schilder, 2020

Inspired by the strong graphic appeal of the wing-like seat and angular legs of the Mosquito 
Chair Bart Schilder designed the Mosquito Bar Stool. With the same split seat design and 
clever construction, this stool is a unique piece for hospitality and home environments. 

The Mosquito Bar Stool comes in two heights and several colours and the stainless steel 
footrest allows for intensive use.



Upholstery
Fabrics and upholstery materials can now be tailored to comply with mandatory standards 
for fire retardancy , especially for the UK and US markets, and are delivered with the requi-
red mandatory labelling.  

We have added the “Novak” fabric to our principle collection. An elaborate fabric in 4 
colours, pleasant to touch and with contract proof technical specifications at an affodable 
price.

A selection of Kvadrat fabrics is now also added to the pricelists.

In addition to our principal offer for upholstery materials and colours, we also provide the 
option for customers own fabric (COF) or customer own leather (COL).

The 1960 collection from now on is also available with offset upholstery for the back, in 
addition to the already excisting option for seat offset upholstery. 
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